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THE INFLUENCE OF SAINTE-BEUVE
ON MATTHEW ARNOLD
Introduction
Matthew Arnold's literary activity may be
divided into three parts, - his poetry, his literary
criticism and his social philosophy. It is quite im-
possible to separate the last two completely; for, in
many cases, the one is the other and their close inter-
relationship does not permit of a differentiation.
For this reason, and also to avoid a needless complica-
tion of the subject, we shall treat them together as
his essays or prose work, without pointing out speci-
fically what parts of them are criticism and what parts
social philosophy.
In regard to Arnold's poems, although they
are at present coming more and more to be recognized as
possessing a high degree of merit, in Arnold's time
their excellence was not so generally appreciated. The
reason for this is that Arnold's poetry is of an intel-
lectual type which gains recognition very slowly. For
the purpose of our investigation, we must acquiesce in
the opinion prevalent in Arnold's own time and consider
his poetry simply as a literary form in which he exer-
cised himself; whereas, his prose works, in the two
divisions named above, become for us the activity that
won him his prominent place in English literature and
gave him an influence that is felt in English prose
even today.

Matthew Arnold's position in English literature
is very important. At a time when English criticism was
at a decidedly low ebb and public opinion was given to
scorning it in comparison with creative literary activity,
in great contrast to foreign literatures in which criti-
cism was flourishing as the most prominent literary form
of the day, Arnold called the attention of his people to
the loss English literature was suffering through the
neglect of this kind of literary activity.
"Of the literature of France and Germany", he
tells us,'""as of the intellect of Europe in general, the
main effort, for now many years, has been a critical
effort; ... almost the last thing for which one would
come to English literature is just that very thing which
Europe now most desires, - criticism." Having pointed
out the want, he set himself to fill it and succeeded
admirably; for English criticism dates its rebirth and
present flourishing condition to Arnold's critical
essays. The first of these, On Translating Homer
,
appeared in 1861, when Arnold was thirty-nine years old.
Then followed Mauric e de GueVin in Fraser ' s Magazine
,
January 1863; Eugenie de GueVin in The Cornhill i/lagazine
,
June 1863; Jouber t in The National Review
,
January 1864;
The Li terary Influence of Academies in The Cornhill Maga -
zine
,
August 1864; and The Function of Criticism at the
Presen t Time in The Kati onal Review , November 1864. . In
1865, these were collected in Essays in Criticism , called





Es says in Cri ticism , Firs t Series after the appearance
of Essays in Criticism , Second Series in 1888.
But, aside from his work in literary criti-
cism, Arnold's influence on public opinion in England,
especially the expression of it in books and periodi-
cals, is very marked. His famous article on Sweetness
and Light appeared in The Cornhill Magazine for July
1867. In 1869 it was republished in the collection
entitled Culture and Anarchy in which were included
similar essays published in various magazines between
1867 and 1869. Therein he divides the British public
into three classes, - Barbarians, Philistines and
Populace, representing respectively the nobility, the
middle class, and the working class. The Philistines
he shows to be in control of the public intellect.
Intrenched in an extraordinary material prosperity,
they were giving themselves over to the exaltation of
the base and common. To this they added a vicious
disdain and scorn for culture, and in their over-
weening self-conceit had even dared to condemn culture
as "the very silliest cant of the day."-'- This ten-
dency Arnold combatted with his doctrine of Sweetness
and Light . 2 In contrast to Philistinism, he exalted
culture and the idea of harmonious perfection. He
pointed out the narrowness of the Philistine view and
1. Works V, 2.
2. Works III, Iff.

the falseness of its fundamental worship of the prac-
tical. By his insistence he restored the humanistic
values to their accustomed high position, - no mean
achievement in a materialistic age and in a country
where the commercial spirit had so strong a hold as
in England.
Sainte-Beuve , dean of French critics if not
of all critics, lived from 1804 until 1869. Like Ar-
nold, Sainte-Beuve published poetry during his early
years, but, as in Arnold's case, Sainte-Beuve ' s poetry
was not sympathetically received by his contemporaries,
though a later generation is more inclined to admire
it. He also tried his hand at novel-writing but again
failed to win popular favor. He was markedly success-
ful, however, in his critical articles. Ke began to
write for the Globe in 1824, when he was twenty years
old, and, having failed in the other lines, he confined
himself to criticism chiefly in the form of the inti-
mate short article or causerie
,
published in the Globe
and other newspapers. These short articles deal with
all sorts of personages, literary, political and other-
wise, who had sometimes written very little. Sainte-
Beuve regarded criticism not as the mere dissection
of a work, but as a means of exciting the average
reader to an interest in and an appreciation of
literature in general. He did this by giving an
interesting description of the personality of an author,

and then pointing out unobtrusively the importance o
his work and its place in the development of liter-
ature in general. These weekly essays, published
through a long series of years, were reprinted in
several collections. We have, in addition to the
essays, the monumental Port Royal , which gives an
intimate description of the life and ideals of that
most interesting movement.
Arnold regarded Sainte-Beuve with a frank
admiration which he does not hesitate to express.
In a letter to his mother, March 20, 1861,1 he calls
him "the first of living critics". In the essay
On Translating Homer he calls him "the master of
us all in criticism." This essay On Translating
Homer was published in 1861 and was the first of
Arnold's works in literary criticism. The expres-
sion of so positive an opinion of Sainte-Beuve 1 s
work and position as a critic would obviously point
to Arnold's already having made a study of Sainte-
Beuve 's critical work. The latter had published
previously the larger part of his works and had but
eight more years of life remaining to him. Of his
critical works, there had previously appeared the
For trai ts l i tteraires
,
1843; Por trai ts de femmes
,
1. V/orks XIII, 176.
2. V/orks V, 285.

1845; the For traits conteniporains
,
1846; and the
Causeries du lundi , which were collected in 1861,
having previously appeared in newspapers
.
If Arnold had read the critical works with
enough application to feel justified in pronouncing
a public judgment upon then, we may imagine that he
had read the other works of Sainte-Beuve also. If
he admired Sainte-Beuve to the extent of calling him
the "first of living critics" and "the master of us all
in criticism" we are led to expect a certain influence
of Sainte-Beuve in the works of Arnold. This influ-
ence we propose to study in this paper, and to show
to what degree it affected Arnold's poetry, his criti-
cism, and the sociological philosophy which is bound
up in his criticism. ffe shall also touch upon the
personal relations of the two men, and for this we
must rely upon second-hand sources, as none of their
correspondence with each other seems to have been
published. We, therefore, must limit ourselves to
in
seeking the ideas, methods, and general practice of
Arnold parallels and similarities to the ideas, methods,
and general practice of Sainte-Beuve and determining
the extent and validity of the apparent influence.

Chapter I
Arnold's General Sympathy with
French Literature and Ideas
In connection with Arnold's relation to
Sainte-Beuve , a consideration of his general rela-
tion to French literature and institutions will not
be without profit. Various critics have noticed the
tendency of Arnold to look upon France with a respect-
ful admiration and to present things French as worthy
of imitation by his fellow-Britons. J. M. Robertson
tells us in his article on Matthew Arnold in Modern
Humanists , "He could banter without indecorum and
scoff without bluster, - French accomplishments which
he pressed upon his countrymen." Another of his
critics, George McLean Harper, writing on Sainte-Beuve
in French Men of Letters 2 says of this trait in Arnold,
"Matthew Arnold's habit and prose style owed much to
French influence." Continuing, he adds a remark in-
dicating even more important French influences upon
Arnold. He says/ "His one oft-repeated idea was
that British thought needed the resonableness and
amenity of a criticism akin to French criticism."
# i/r j«. # j;. jj.
1. London 1891, p. 143.
2. London and Philadelphia 1909, p. 346.
3. French Men of Letters, p. 346.

Arnold's feelings upon the subject are expressed even
more forcibly in his own words in the essay on The
Li terary Influence of Academi es . Here he tells us
"Openmindedness and flexibility of intelligence are
remarkable characteristics of the French people in
modern times; at any rate, they strikingly characterize
them as compared with us."
Just how early Arnold began to have this
admiration for the French, it is impossible to state.
We have no record of what work in French he had done
in school nor of what authors he had studied. However,
his earliest reference to this influence indicates that
this idea was firmly established in his mind at an early
date. In the second of his published letters, one
addressed to his mother, and dated March 7, 1848,2 we
read, "In a few years people will understand better
why the French are the most civilized of European
peoples, when they see how fictitious our manners and
civility have been." And a similar passage is found
in a letter written to his sister a few days later,
"You must by this time see what people mean by placing
France ooli tically in the van of Europe; it is the
intelligence of thqir idea-iiioved masses which makes
them politically as far superior to the insensible
1. T.7orks III, 5.
2. Works XIII, 5.
3. Works XIV, 7.

masses of England as to the Russian serfs." Thus in
1848, twelve years before the appearance of his first
literary essay,-*- we find this influence so potent in
Arnold's mind that he begins preaching about the French
to his immediate family. In a letter to his mother
in 18642 he says, "I have such a respect for a certain
circle of men, perhaps the most truly cultivated in the
world, which exists at Paris," and in another letter to
her in 1865, 3 "It is good for us to attend to the French,
who are so unlike us." The last two quotations make
it evident that this sympathy for the French had persis-
ted until 1865, which is the date of the publication,
in a collection, of the Essays in Gri ticism which had
previously appeared in various periodicals.
When we examine Arnold's critical work, our
idea of French influence seems strikingly confirmed.
His first venture of this sort, On Translating Homer
,
comprised three lectures which he gave at Oxford in his
capacity of Professor of Poetry. We may pass over
this work as a direct product of his classical train-
ing and his professorial activity, and proceed to the
other essays, which have to do with his critical cam-
paign. Of these, the first two, and two others
X ft ft ft ft ft -55- ft ft ft
1. On Translating Homer 1861.
2. Works XIII , 287.
3. Works XIV, 7.

published soon after, all four of which were included
in the Essays in Criticism in 1865, owe their inspiration
to French sources. The first two mentioned above are
Maur ice de Ou^rin, which appeared in Fraser ' s Magazine
in January 1863, and Eugenie de Guerin , which appeared
in June of the same year in The Cornhill Magazine The
fact that these two attempts or experiments in the field
of criticism were made while he was still in the forma-
tive period is very significant. Two other essays,
later included in this collection, which were inspired
by French subjects, are Joubert
,
January 1864, in The
National Review and The Literary Influence of Academies
in The Cornhill Magazine
,
August 1864. In the complete
collection which came out in 1865, we find four out of
ten essays with subjects taken directly from the French.
Arnold's next critical work, On the Study of
Celtic Li terature ,^ is generally admitted to have been
inspired by Renan's essay on La poesie des races eel tiques
2
in the Essais de morale e t de cri tique . In a letter to
Mrs. Foster, December 24, 1859, we read, "The best book
of his (Renan's) for you to read is his Essais de morale
et de cri tique
,
lately published. I have read few
things for a long time with more pleasure than a long




essay with which the book concludes, 'Sur la poe'sie des
races celtiques'. I have long felt we owed far more,
spiritually and artistically, to the Celtic races than
the somewhat coarse Germanic intelligence already per-
ceived, and been increasingly satisfied at our own
semi-Celtic origin, which, as I fancy, gives us the
power if we will use i t of comprehending the nature of
both races." The interest in the Celts here awakened
by Renan evidently culminated eight years later in the
Study of Celtic Literature , another evidence of French
influence upon Arnold's works.
In the Mixed Essays
,
published as a collection
in 1879, three out of a total of nine are directly
traceable to French sources. One is an essay on George
Sand , whom Arnold had met and whose works he, of course,
had read. This essay made its first appearance in
The Fortnightly Review , June 1877. The other two ar-
ticles from French sources are A French Critic on
Milton
,
originally published in The Quar terly Review
,
January 1877; and A French Cri tic on Goethe , which had
made its initial appearance in The Quarterly Review
,
January 1878. The critic in both these cases is
Edmond Scherer and the articles careful reviews of
his views on Liilton and Goethe.

12
Several others of Arnold's articles are also
on French subjects. In the Essays in Cri ticism , Second
Ser ies ? we have the article on Ami el , a philosopher of
Geneva, author of a melancholy Journal in time . Arnold
also wrote the article on Sainte-Beuve in the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica and on the occasion of Sainte-Beuve 1 s
death in 1869, he wrote the obituary notice which appear-
ed in The Academy of November 13 of that year. 1 These,
as the other articles mentioned, show the persistence in
Arnold of a reverent interest in French literature and
ideas, and a disposition to be guided in his own work by
them. This general interest in things French goes hand
in hand with Arnold's interest in Sainte-Beuve and the
influence traceable to general French ideas is paralleled
by the influence traceable to Sainte-Beuve 1 s ideas and
methods .
K * -55- * X * 4* * • «






It is difficult to determine just when
Arnold's personal relations with Sainte-Beuve began.
Arnold very unwisely forbade the publication of a
biography of himself after his death and, by so doing,
deprived us of a very important source of information.
No letter from the one to the other appears to have
been published, and thus another source of light has
been cut off. Hence we are reduced to stating that
Arnold's interest in Sainte-Beuve having been aroused,
he probably managed to have himself presented to the
French critic in 1858, when he was sent abroad by the
government on the school-inspection trip of which he
later published an account in his Popular Education of
France Sainte-Beuve was very cordial to him, and
invited him to dinner. This dinner he has described
in a letter to his wife, written August 21, 1859, as
follows: "Sainte-Beuve gave me an excellent dinner and
was in full vein of conversation, which, as his conver-
sation is about the best to be heard in France, was
charming. After dinner, he took back to his own house
where we had tea. ... I stayed with Sainte-Beuve till
•55- -"- -"- -"- 4'- H >(• 3c
1. Popular Education of France with Notices of that of
Holland and Switzerland. London 1860, reprinted 1861.
2. Works XIII, 138ff.

midnight and would not have missed my evening for all
the world. I think he likes my caring so much about
his criticism and appreciating his extraordinary tact
and judgment in literature." The latter part of the
quotation "caring so much about his criticism and appre-
ciating his extraordinary tact and judgment" would in-
dicate an established admiration for Sainte-Beuve
,
prior
to the meeting and would make it appear that Arnold had
taken advantage of his stay in Paris to bring about his
introduction to Sainte-Beuve.
The continuance of this respect for the French
critic on the part of Arnold is vouched for by a passage
in a letter to his mother, written March 10, 1861, just
after he had received a copy of Sainte-Beuve ' s Chateau -
briand in which Arnold's poem on Qbermann was translated.
Here we read,-'- "It has given me very great pleasure ...
What Sainte-Beuve says of me is charmingly said. I value
his praise both in itself and because it carries one's
name through the literary circles of Europe in a way that
no Engii s h praise can carry it. But, apart from that,
to anyone but a glutton of praise the whole value of it
lies in the manner in which it is administered; and this
is administered by the first of living critics and with
a delicacy for which one would look in vain here."
tt * * * %
1. Works XIII, 176.

We find a like significant passage in a letter to his
mother a propos of a mention of his criticism of Homer
by Sainte-Beuve in the Cons ti tutionel , where we read,
"what he said was charming, as what he says always is.
We see that the intimacy begun in 1859 has been kept
up, perhaps by correspondence, though none of these
IS
letters a-rts available.
When Arnold was again sent abroad on school-
business in 1865, he was once more received by Sainte-
Beuve, who presented him to the Princesse Mathilde.
He describes this in a letter to his mother, May 1,
p
1865. He tells us naively in this place that when
the princess complimented him upon his knowledge of
France and French literature he replied that he had
read the works of Sainte-Beuve, - knowing him to be a
favorite of hers. Later in the same year,^ he tells
of reading the Causeries to pass the time on the train.
These facts indicate how high a place Sainte-Beuve
occupied in the opinion of Arnold and, in view of them,
we are not surprised to hear Arnold call him "the master
of us all in criticism." 4 After the death of Sainte-
Beuve, Arnold evidently enjoyed recalling 'his relations
with the deceased French critic, for he tells us in a
•3C- -)!• -.'<
-"-
-"- -"- M -"- #
1. Works XIII, 286.
2. Works XIII, 345.
3. Works XIV, 5.
4. Works V, 285.

letter to his sister in 1871, two years after Sainte-
Beuve's death, "The half-dozen letters of Sainte-Beuve 1 s
I have kept are a great pleasure to me." An emotion
»
so profound as Arnold's admiration for Sainte-Beuve
must necessarily have left an impress on the form, method,
and ideas of his works and in Arnold this impress shows
in his works as strongly as his sympathy is shown in
their personal relations.
-/r * % * % * « * >.;•




observable in Arnold's Poetry
Until about 1860, Arnold had devoted himself
to poetry; but the success of his On Transla ting Homer
and the critical essays which followed led him to neg-
lect verse from that time on. Arnold's poetry belongs,
then, to the period before 1860. Any influences of
Sainte-Beuve we may find in Arnold's poetry will interest
us in showing that he early began to come under the sway
of his admiration for the French critic.
Of the direct influence of Sainte-Beuve 's
poetry we find but one trace which has been noted by
George McLean Harper in his volume on Sainte-Beuve ^- in
the French Men of Letters series. A passage from
Le dernier voeu from Vie
,




"Aimez-vous, couple heureux, et
profitez de l'heure
Pour plus d'un afflige' qui
souffre seul et pleure
Ce soir semblera long."
seems to have suggested a similar idea in Matthew Arnold's
Consolation^
•?<• * # x x x
1. p. 348.
2. Poe'sies completes I, 63, 1829.
3. Works I, 74, 1852.

"Two young, fair lovers,
7,
There the warm, June-wind,
Fresh from the summer fields
Plays fondly round them,
Stand, tranced in joy.
• • • « •
"With weak indulgence





That Sainte-Beuve 1 s poetry did not make a
greater impression upon Arnold need not surprise us;
for Arnold's admiration was for Sainte-Beuve ' s criti-
cism and not for his poetry. He tells his mother in
a letter, May 19, 1863, 1 "It is not on Sainte-Beuve 1 s
poems that his fame will rest. Sainte-Beuve 1 s poems
have all his talent in them but they have not the true
charm of poetry." Other resemblances which we have
been able to trace, come from the prose portion of
Sainte-Beuve ' s literary activity. Saintsbury in his
His tory of Cri ticismS has noticed an interesting example.
-"- !!- 35- •?!• >«•
-!c- •?!- ir >»• 5c-





speaking of Stagirius in the Etude sur
Cha teaubr iand1 describes his case as that "me'lancholie
croissante qui cherche un refuge dans le clcttre."
He also speaks of Stagirius in his article on Saint-
Marc Girardin. Arnold later wrote a poem upon
Stagirius wherein this note of monastic melancholy is
predominant. The following extract well illustrates
this : 3
"Thou, who dost dwell alone -
Thou, who dost know thine own -
Thou, to whom all are known
From the cradle to the grave -
Save, oh! save.
From the world's temptations,
From tribulations,
From that fierce anguish
Wherein we languish,
From that torpor deep
•.'.herein we lie asleep,
Heavy as death, cold as the grave,
Save, ohl save.
This striking elaboration of the afore-
quoted text into what might almost pass for a monkish
* * * * * * «
1. p. 114. 1859.
2. Causer ies du lundi I, 18. 1849.
3. Works I, 54. 1869.

litany makes Saintsbury ask in the passage on this
subject, "I wonder whether Mr. Arnold got S tagirius
from Sainte-Beuve or from Saint-Karc-Girardin, who
seems to have extracted him originally from the Golden-
mouth? ... These interesting suggestions of suggestion
... occur with Sainte-Beuve more often than with most
men. "
Another exampie of the influence of Sainte-
Beuve 's prose wri tings upon Arnold's poetry is noted by
George I.lcLean Harper in
his Sainte-Beuve1- and later by Irving Babbitt in Mag ters
2
of Modern French Cri ticlsm .
The passage in question was written near
Aigues
-Mortes and is found as a pensee at the end of his
Por trai ts li tteraires The passage reads: "Mon a*me est
pareille a ces plages ou l'on dit que Saint Louis s'est
embarque', la mer et la f oi ss sont depuis longtemps helas
retirees .
"
A passage according with this is found in
Arnold's "Dover Beach". 4
"The sea of faith
Was once, too, at the full and
round earth's shore




3. Ill, 540, 1839.
4. Works II, 56, 1858.

But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long,
withdrawing roar
Re treating , to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the
vast edges drear
And naked shingles of the world."
In 1850 Sainte-Beuve published his article Le
Poe'te Firdousi 1 in which he describes at length the
story of Sohrab and Rustum. Throe years later, Matthew
Arnold's Sohrab and Rus turn appeared. Inasmuch as the
story related in the poem is only one incident in Fir-
dousi's long Shah-Nameh, 3 it would seem probable Arnold's
attention was attracted to it by his perusal of the
Gauseries du lundi . Saintsbury has noticed this point
in his His tory of Gri tic ism .^
V!e have limited ourselves in the above citations,
to similarities recognized by established critics. Many
similarities might be pointed out which may or may not
show relationship between the two men. Saintsbury has
stamped these as "the ordinary plagiarism and parallel-
passage inquiries of bad and dull critics." To avoid
excess in this line we will content ourselves with very
obvious resemblances. The general conclusion from the
1. Gauseries du lundi I, 332ff.
2. I, 89ff.
3. Le livre des rois
,
par le poete persan Firdousi, tradui
t




points of similarity indicated does not show a
deep influence of the French critic on Arnold*s poetry.
It seems rather to indicate that Arnold, naturally on
the lookout for subject matter for his poetry, had
taken striking passages or ideas which he came across




The Notion of the Function of Criticism
Suggested by Sainte-Beuve
Arnold's poetry, however, did not bring him
his fame nor gain him the place in literature accorded
him by his contemporaries. His criticism won for him
his position in the foremost rank of England's literary
men. For us, It is interesting to note that Arnold's
criticism bears striking resemblances to that of Sainte-
Beuve. The latter in a pensde at the end of his For -
trai ts li tteVaires has defined his idea of the critic's
function in the following terms "Le critique n'est
qu'un homrne qui sai t lire et qui apprend & lire aux
autre s . " In another place he repeats the idea in al-
most the same terms: "L'art de la critique dans son
sens le plus pratique et le plus vulgaire, consiste a
savoir lire judicieusement les auteurs et a apprendre
aux autres a les lire de m£me en les e*pargnant les t§"ton
nements et en leur d^gageant le chemin .
"
Arnold's definition of the function of English
criticism strikingly resembles this in thought and
phraseology. His terms of definition are :^ "The duty of
• • k •?:- * * # it *
1. Portraits litteVaires III 346.
2. Quoted by J. Warshaw in Modern Language Notes XXV, 77
3. Quoted by J. Warshaw in Modern Language Notes 7XV, 77

24
English criticism is simply to know the best that is
known and thought in the v.- or Id, and by in its turn
making this known, to create a current of true and fresh
ideas." Arnold reiterates this idea with emphasis in
another passage-*- in the Es says in Criticism ; "I am bound
by my own definition of criticism: a disin terested en -
deavor to learn and propogate the best that is known and
though t in the world .
"
The idea of the interpretative function of
criticism had not been exploited to any extent before
Sainte-Beuve 's time and, as this was one of the chief
motives of the innumerable lundis and por trai ts which he
published, any reader of his works would naturally have
this idea impressed upon him. V;e are, therefore, fairly
safe in assuming that Arnold got his idea of the use of
criticism as a means of exciting public interest in an
author or work from Sainte-Beuve.
>,:- * * * •sc- # -jc- •?{ *-
1. Works III, 42.

Chapter V
Arnold's Style, Form of Composition, and
General Method as modeled on Sainte-Beuve
Arnold's style in his essays also shows a
great likeness to Sainte-Beuve 's . It is markedly
different from the formal "Addisonian prose" in vogue
in England up to his time. We remark in reading it -
to use Arnold's own words-*- - some of "Sainte-Beuve ' s
elasticity and cheerfulness," some of "that gaiety,
that radiancy as of a man discharging with delight the
very office for which he was born, which, in the
'Causeries', make Sainte-Beuve ' s touch so felicitous,
his sentences so crisp, his effect so charming."
Indeed, were we to select a model for Arnold ' s style
in these essays, we should instinctively turn to the
Caus er ies of Sainte-Beuve rather than to Arnold's
English contemporaries. The passage above cited con-
tinues to speak of "the openmindedness of Sainte-Beuve,
the same firmness and sureness of judgment." Natur-
ally, even the cursory reader of Sainte-Beuve will have
remarked these characteristics in his works. We have
a concrete expression of it in a passage in the
55- * * * * * * * *
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Por tral ts li tt eraires
,
1
"Ce que j 'ai voulu en critique,
c'a ete' d'y introduire une sorte de charme et en melne
temps plus de realite' qu'on n'en mettait auparavant."
Arnold's style was a great and refreshing nov&lty in
England at the time, and, as he has especially called
our attention to the quality and aim of Sainte-Beuve '
s
literary style, we may justly conclude that the proba-
bilities are in favor of his having imitated Sainte-
Beuve in this particular.
If we remark a resemblance in the general
style of Arnold's critical essays, we see even more
clearly the resemblance in form between Arnold's literary
work and Sainte-Beuve ' s . Until Arnold's time, the
Addisonian essay had been the prevailing literary form
for criticism, as Addisonian prose had been for prose
in general. But Arnold introduced a modification is
this respect also, a new species, far less stiff and
formal than the Addisonian essay had been. This new
species was none other than the flexible and intimate
causeri e
,
slightly modified, which Sainte-Beuve had used
in his critical work. We find this noted in the article
on Matthew An -old in the supplement to The Pic tionary of
o




form of English criticism by giving it the cast of the
'causerie', a method he had learned from the chief ob-
ject of his admiration and imitation, Sainte-Beuve .
"
Another striking characteristic of Matthew
Arnold's method of procedure that points very closely
to the influence of Sainte-Beuve is the selection of
persons of comparatively slight reputation as subjects
to be treated at the same length and side by side with
persons of greater note. Thus, in Matthew Arnold,
Maurice de Gue'rin and Marcus Aurelius stand cheek by
jowl and receive equal honors in the first series of
the critical essays; in Sainte-Beuve , Goethe and Bazin
rub elbows in the most democratic fashion. Lanson says
of Sainte-Beuve 1 s attitude in this: 1 "II suffit qu'un
homme ou une femme ait ^crit quelques lettres, quelques
lignes, pour lui appar tenir . " Arnold attempts to just-
ify this procedure when he says:^ "Kow in literature be-
sides the eminent men who have often far more than their
deserts in the way of fame, there are certain personages
who have been real men of genius, but who have remained
obscure. It is salutary from time to time to come
across a genius of this kind and to extract his honey.
Often he has more of it for us than greater men."
k k -5C- 45- *
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The form of the essays thus indicates markedly
Sainte-Beuve as Arnold's model. There are also connec-
tions in point of matter. In a number of instances,
Arnold has selected for treatment the same subjects that
Sainte-Beuve had previously treated. In Arnold's Essays
in Cri tic ism , First Series , we find studies of Maurice
de Gue'rin and Eugenie de G-ue'rin to whom the general atten-
tion of society had been drawn by Sainte-Beuve ' s articles
on them. The essay on Joubert occupies a somewhat
similar position. There are no points of striking simi-
larity between the articles by Sainte-Beuve and the one
by Arnold on Joubert. Arnold evidently wrote after a
direct study of Joubert, though the fact that Arnold had
seen Sainte-Beuve ' s sketch of Joubert is made clear in
his article, "M. Sainte-Beuve has
;
iven of him, one of
his incomparable portraits," and further along in the
3 „
same essay, The volume attracted the attention of those
who were best fitted to appreciate it ( Fragments of Jou-
bert edited by Chateaubriand, Paris, 1838) and profoundly
impressed them. Sainte-Beuve gave of it, in the Revue
de Deux Monde
s
the admirable notice of which we have al-
ready spoken." Thus, while Arnold's work is not directly
modeled upon Sainte-Beuve 1 s article, he had read the
4f * ft # * # # * *
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3. fforks III, 299.

French article before writing his own and it is likely
that the idea of treating Joubert in an article may have
been suggested to him by Sainte-Beuve ' s having done so.
Arnold's familiarity with the Causer les on the
two Gue'rins at the time he wrote his essays on them is
obvious. : e do not distinguish carefully between the
brother and sister, because Sainte-Beuve treats both
equally in his articles whether entitled Maurice or
Euge'nie and Arnold likewise has not confined himself
exclusively to one or the other in either of his two
essays. Arnold's articles on the brother and sister
contain many direct references to Sainte-Beuve
' s articles
on them. Thus, speaking of Maurice de GueYin, he says,^
"The idea of this composition (le Centaur) came to him,
M. Sainte-Beuve says
,
in the course of some visits which
he made to the Museum of Antiquities in the Louvre."
Again, we read, 2 MM. Sainte-Beuve tells of him two years
later, appearing in society, a man of the world, elegant,
even fashionable." Sain te-Beuve * s passage in the
Causeries du lundi ^ shows the closeness of Arnold's
quotation: "Qui 1'eut rencontre" deux ans apre^s mondain,
e'le'gant, fashionable me^me, causeur a tenir t@te aux
briilants causeurs." Arnold also speaks of "poems of
x * * tf # 4:- -:f
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Guerin, his journals, and a number of his letters col-
lected by a devoted friend, M. Trebutien, and preceded
by a notice of Guerin by the first of living critics,
Sainte-Beuve . "1 In two places^ Arnold remarks that:
"M. Sainte-Beuve goes so far as to say that the sister's
genius was equal, if not superior, to her brother's."
The same passage in Sainte-Beuve runs :^ "les Reliques
d'une soeurdu poete, Eugenie de GueVin, son egale sinon
sa supeVieure en talent et en fime . " Further similar-
ities between the essays of the two men on these subjects
are seen in the comparison of Maurice's work with that
of the English lake poets, the description of the visit
of La Morvonnais to Wordsworth at Rydal Mount, and the
biographical details, which are almost identical.
The close resemblance of Arnold's articles on
Joubert and the Guerins has lead J. Warshaw to attri-
bute ulterior motives to Arnold in choosing them for
subjects. He says, 4 "It sometimes occurred to Arnold
to present continental subjects to that dense mass of
Philistines in whom he was trying to 'inculcate intelli -
genc e in a high sense of the word. 1 What more simple
than he should pitch upon Maurice de Gue'rin, upon Eugenie
de Guerin, upon Joubert, because Sainte-Beuve had written
K ft ft 45- ft ft ft ft ft ft
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illuminating little articles, and above all, handy little
articles on them? Also, there was the advantage of
maintaining an appearance of recondite wisdom before his
benighted people and Arnold was not above such trivial
vanities." We may remark in passing that Mr. Warshaw
has shown a far from sympathetic tone in this article
and is decidedly flippant in his explanation of Arnold's
motives. However, the suggestion that Arnold probably
got his ideas of treating these subjects from Sainte-
Beuve cannot be lightly dismissed.
A further instance of Sainte-Beuve 1 s influence
on Arnold's criticism is seen in the latter 's comparing
English with foreign writers. Saintsbury remarks, 1
"The practice of going to outside literatures for com-
parison, Matthew Arnold got from Sainte-Beuve and the
French." Arnold himself in general tells us:^ "England
is not all the world ... . The English critic of lit-
erature must, therefore, dwell much on foreign thought,"
This innovation inW English literature has been of con-
siderable importance in checking a natural tendency to-
ward insularity; and English literature has lost much of
its provinciality and gained greatly in breadth since
Arnold first announced to it this method of comparing
u i>( .;«. .;<. i'r g£ .v. .};.
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2. Essays in Criticism, 48.

itself with the literatures of other lands for its own
improvement. If we are to accept Saintsbury's idea
just cited that Arnold got this essentially French idea
of the universality of all criticism and the benefits
of comparison of one of the component parts with another
without regard to narrow national feeling from Sainte-
Beuve, the importance of the influence is enhanced for
us many fold in view of its far-reaching and lasting
effect upon English literature in general.

Chapter VI
Curiosity as a Stimulus to Criticism
in Arnold and in Sainte-Eeuve
Another distinguishing trait of Sainte-Beuve 1 s
method which we find paralleled by Matthew Arnold is
cur iosi ty . In a conversation reported in C. A. Sainte-
Beuve - Sa vie et ses oeuvres by the Vicomte d'Kansson-
ville,^" Sainte-Beuve is quoted as saying, ''J 'ai vecu
curieux et je mourrai curieux." We have details of
this life of curiosity in the Portraits li tteraires
where Sainte-Beuve describes his various peregrinations
through the "XVI lie sidcle le plus avance, " the "e'cole
doctrinaire et psychologique du Globe," romanticism,
Saint-Simonism, "le monde de La_>Iennais , encore tres
ca tholique , " Calvinism, and i.iethodism. "Dans toutes
ces traversees," he tells us, "je n'ai jamais alie*ne ma
volonte et mon jugement ... . Ma curiosite, mon d£sir
de tout voir, de tout regarder de pre5s , mon extreme plai-
sir de trouver le vrai relatif de chaque chose et de
chaque organisation m 1 entrainaient a cette serie d'ex-
periences." Arnold was evidently thinking of this
trait of curiosity in Sainte-Beuve when, in his article
on Saints-Beuve in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 3 he




quotes Sairite-Beuve as saying: "Literary opinions occupy
very little place in my life and thoughts. What does
occupy me seriously is life itself, and the object of it.' 1
In his obituary notice of Sainte-Eeuve in The Academy ,-*-
Arnold says, "Sainte-Beuve stopped short at curiosity,
at the desire to know things as they really are" - and
a few lines further, "Let it be enough for him to have
served this one need of his age." The importance which
Arnold assigned to this trait in the critic is seen when
we find him devoting the first two and one-half pages of
his famous "Sweetness and Light" essay to defending this
very point in Sainte-Beuve 1 s character against a writer
who censured him for it in The Quar te rly Review . We
make an excerpt from this reference which is too long
to quote entire, "Thinking enough was said to stamp
M. Sainte-Beuve with blame if it was said that he was
impelled in his operations as a critic by curiosity ...
As there is a curiosity about
intellectual matters which is futile, so there is a
curiosity,- a desire after the things of the mind for
their own sakes , and for the pleasure of seeing them as
they are,- which is, in an intelligent being, laudable
and natural." In regard to the word curiosity itself
he says, "It is noticeable that the word curiosity which
1. I, 31, of no. for Nov. 13, 1869.
2. Culture and Anarchy, 5,6.

in other languages is used in a good sense, to mean,
as a high and fine quality of man's nature, just this
disinterested love of a free play of the mind on all
subjects, for its own sake, - it is noticeable, I say,
that this word has in our language no sense but a bad
and disparaging one." 1 The careful limitation of
the word to its foreign sense and, then, the definition
in almost the same words as Sainte-Beuve had used, and
finally the defense of the idea as found in Sainte-Beuve
,
hardly leave room for doubt as to Sainte-Beuve 1 s being
the source of • this idea for Arnold. Its importance
for him, stated further on in the study just quoted,
is shown by this short sentence which is almost a dic-
tum, "Criticism, real criticism is essentially the
exercise of this very quality (curiosity)." And,
further along, 2 "Flutterings of curiosity, in the foreign
sense of the word, begin to appear amongst us and it is
in these that criticism must look to find its account."
Thus, Arnold, like Sainte-Beuve before him, makes curio-
sity the basis and mainspring of critical activity. He
very probably conceived this idea during his reading of
Sainte-Beuve 1 s works ; for, whenever he speaks of it, he
speaks of Sainte-Reuve in connection with it.
ft -,<• # * #






Like curiosity, individualism is another
important and distinctive feature of Sain te-Beuve 1 s
procedure. Of Sainte-Beuve ' s individualism, Gustave
Lanson tells us in his Histoire de la litteYature fran-
caise, 1 "Sainte-Beuve s'attache aux individus ... .
II suit dans son origine, dans son Education, dans ses
frequentations , d^ns toute sa vie iritime et domestique,
la formation, les agrandi s semen ts , les abaissements du
charactere et de 1* esprit. A la fin de ces minutuettses
enqueues, l'homme, et par l'homme le livre, se trouve
relie a" quelque courant connu et de'fini de la civilisa-
tion ge'ne'rale." Nothing could be more descriptive of
Arnold's method than just these words. Uarshaw says of
this, 2 "Sainte-Beuve singled out the individual. That
was the great point of his method. Arnold tried to
imitate him in this and only partially succeeded and then
chiefly in foreign subjects." These foreign subjects
are especially Arnold's iviaurice de GueVin , Eugenie de
GueVln , and Joubert , in which Arnold has followed
« * tt * * * * * * *
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Sainte-Beuve 1 s method more than in his later works.
That is, he succeeds best in applying Sainte-Beuve 1 s
method in those essays in which he had Sainte-Beuve 1 s
articles on the same subjects upon which to model his
own
.
If Arnold, in his later works, fell more and
more away from the spirit of Sainte-Beuve ' s individual
ism and the practice of his biographical method, he





in the two Authors
A very striking feature of Sainte-Beuve '
s
criticism is the absence of polemic. He avoided, this
in consequence of his doctrine of di
s
in teres tedness .
His idea of the critic's duty to be free from partisan
influences is stated in a passage at the beginning of




critique ne doit point avoir de partiality et n'est
d'aucune coterie. II n' Spouse les gens que pour un
temps, et ne fait que traverser les groupes divers sans
s'y enchatner jamais. II passe r^solument d'un camp
a 1' autre; et de ce qu'il a rendu justice d'un cfrte,
ce ne lui est jamais une raison de la refuser a ce qui
est vis-a-vis. Ainsi, tour a tour, il est a Rome ou
a Carthage, tantftt pour Argos tantot pour Ilion."
There is a striking likeness between this view and Arnold's
statement of the doctrine of disinterestedness as he




is of the last importance the English criticism should
clearly discern what rule for its course, in order to
avail itself of the field now opening to it, and to
produce fruit for the future, it ought to take. The
ft ft ft * ft ft ft ft
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rule may be summed up in one word,- disi n terestedness .
And, how is criticism to show disinteres tedness? By
keeping aloof from what is called 'the practical view
of things'; by resolutely following the law of its own
nature, which is to be a free play of the mind on all
subjects which it touches. By steadily refusing to
lend itself to any of the ulterior, political, practical
considerations about ideas, which plenty of people will
be sure to attach to them ... but with which criticism
has no business."
This fundamental idea of disinterestedness,
here stated, is the basis of Arnold's favorite doctrine
of "Sweetness and Light " . This doctrine was directed
against the prevailing worship of the material and the
hostility to culture and ideas which were prevalent in
England and which Arnold dubbed Philistinism , after the
German Fhilister , a term applied by German students to
wealthy middle-class people vith no taste for the finer
things of life. On the positive side Arnold upheld
culture as opposed to the commonplace ,and amenity of
opinion, - in other words disinterestedness, - as
opposed to violently polemical in articles which made
friendly discussion impossible between persons of

different views, whether political or religious. For
there was no organ of universal opinion at the time in
England; every periodical was devoted to furthering
the interests of this or that religious sect or this
or that political party.
Arnold practised "disinterestedness" as well
as he could and championed i t to such good purpose that
the written expression of English opinion gradually
took on a less violent and partisan tone until writers
were able to express their opinions of things in a
scientific way and without bringing in their private
beliefs and prejudices. This trait in Arnold also
parallels the trait in Sainte-Beuve who is the older





Is there any influence of Sainte-Beuve in
Matthew Arnold's work? If so, is it important? The
first of these two questions is readily answered. The
influence is very patent to anyone who reads Arnold with
a fore-knowledge of Sainte-Beuve 1 s ideas and methods.
The reader utterly unacquainted with Sainte-Beuve 1 s works
would likewise be struck by the many references to him
which are found in Arnold's works, and by the flattering
tributes Arnold pays his master. The second of the ques-
tions is more difficult to answer with accuracy. Anyone
who attempts to trace the influence of one man upon ano-
ther has a thankless task before him. Literary influence
is something that cannot be measured in units of quality
and quantity. The best one can do is to indicate more
or less clearly the lines of influence and hint at rather
than state the exact importance of it. Suffice it to
say that we have in this case two men, leaders In the
literatures of their respective countries. One is near-
ly a score of years older than the other, and has already
fully established his method and style when the other
starts to write. When the younger of the two travels
to the country of the older man, he visits him and re-
peats the visit several years later. We constantly find

in the works of the younger writer passages mentioning
the older man by name and expressing admiration for him.
When this younger man starts to develop his style and
method several important doctrines practised by the al-
ready-established critic reveal themselves as bases of
his procedure. This, in brief, is the relation of
Matthew Arnold, the younger man to Sainte-Beuve , the
older man. In Arnold's works we find the same general
notion of criticism, a style, form of composition and
general method of procedure differing markedlj' from any-
thing preceding it in England but resembling very closely
the style, form and general method of Sainte-Beuve.
Curiosity, individualism and disinterestedness as prime
factors in the criticism of Sainte-Beuve are paralleled
by similar curiosity, individualism and disinterested-
ness in Arnold. These parallels coupled with Arnold's
friendly feeling toward Sainte-Beuve and his general
admiration for his work make us feel that the influence,
exerted on Arnold by Sainte-Beuve, was of fundamental
importance
.



